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Abstract
Continuous latent time series models are preva-
lent in Bayesian modeling; examples include
the Kalman filter, dynamic collaborative filter-
ing, or dynamic topic models. These models of-
ten benefit from structured, non mean field vari-
ational approximations that capture correlations
between time steps. Black box variational infer-
ence with reparameterization gradients (BBVI)
allows us to explore a rich new class of Bayesian
non-conjugate latent time series models; how-
ever, a naive application of BBVI to such struc-
tured variational models would scale quadrati-
cally in the number of time steps. We describe
a BBVI algorithm analogous to the forward-
backward algorithm which instead scales linearly
in time. It allows us to efficiently sample from
the variational distribution and estimate the gra-
dients of the ELBO. Finally, we show results on
the recently proposed dynamic word embedding
model, which was trained using our method.
1. Introduction
Continuous latent time series models are popular tools in
Bayesian machine learning. One thereby combines mul-
tiple copies of a likelihood model through a time series
prior, thus enabling the latent variables to drift over time
while still sharing statistical strength accross all times (Blei
& Lafferty, 2006; Wang et al., 2008; Sahoo et al., 2012;
Gultekin & Paisley, 2014; Charlin et al., 2015; Ranganath
et al., 2015; Jerfel et al., 2017; Bamler & Mandt, 2017).
Variational Inference (VI) enables approximate inference
for complex models by solving an optimization prob-
lem (Jordan et al., 1999). One chooses a variational distri-
bution and fits it to the posterior, where the fully-factorized
mean field class is the most widely used. However, the
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standard mean field class is not a good choice when it
comes to time series models. Instead, one often uses struc-
tured variational distributions in time (Wainwright et al.,
2008; Blei & Lafferty, 2006). The perhaps simplest such
choice is a multivariate Gaussian with a tridiagonal pre-
cision matrix. This can be seen as using the probabilis-
tic model of the Kalman filter as a variational distribution
(variational Kalman filter) (Blei & Lafferty, 2006), and re-
flects the fact that the prior is a first-order Markov process.
In this paper, we introduce an efficient VI algorithm for fit-
ting such tridiagonal Gaussian variational models to a large
class of complex latent time series models. We draw on
Black Box Variational Inference (BBVI) with reparame-
terization gradients (Salimans & Knowles, 2013; Kingma
& Welling, 2014; Rezende et al., 2014; Ruiz et al., 2016),
where one forms a Monte-Carlo estimate of the variational
lower bound’s gradient. The problem with structured vari-
ational distributions is that computing this reparameteriza-
tion gradient is expensive; a naive implementation involves
a dense matrix multiplication and scales as O(T 2), where
T is the number of time steps. In this paper, we lay out a
general algorithm which gives the reparameterization gra-
dient in O(T ). This algorithm can be thought of a variant
of the forward-backward algorithm (Murphy, 2012) in the
context of BBVI, and relies on a reparameterization proce-
dure that never involves the inversion or multiplication of
a dense matrix. We illustrate our approach on the dynamic
word embedding model (Bamler & Mandt, 2017).
2. Background and Problem Setting
We start by specifying our generative and variational mod-
els and give an overview of the proposed algorithm.
Generative model. We consider models with time-
dependent observations x ≡ (x1, . . . , xT ), where T is the
number of time steps. At each time step t ∈ {1, . . . , T}, the
generative process is described by an arbitrary likelihood
function p(xt|zt), and zt is a latent variable. We further-
more assume that the prior is Markovian. The joint proba-
bility thus factorizes as follows,
p(x, z) =
T∏
t=1
p(zt|zt−1) p(xt|zt), (1)
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where p(z1|z0) ≡ p(z1) denotes an arbitrary prior on
the first latent variable. Many models fall into this class.
Our goal is an efficient posterior approximation for this
model class, using a structured variational approximation
and black box inference techniques.
Kalman smoothing revisited. Before we describe our
approach, we revisit the Kalman smoother (Rauch et al.,
1965) as an efficient algorithm for a particularly simple
realization of Eq. 1 where all conditional distributions are
Gaussian. This is often called a Wiener process (more pre-
cisely, it is a Gauss-Markov process). The prior is Gaussian
with tridiagonal precision matrix Λ0, and the likelihood is
a Gaussian centered around zt with precision τ . Thus, the
posterior is also Gaussian, p(z|x) = N (z;µ,Λ−1), and
can be obtained analytically. One finds Λ = Λ0 + τI and
µ = τΛ−1x. Obtaining the posterior modes µ involves
solving the linear system of equations Λµ = τx. For an
arbitrary matrix Λ, this involves O(T 2) operations. How-
ever, for the Wiener process, Λ is tridiagonal and one can
solve for µ in linear time using a specialized algorithm.
The forward-backward algorithm (Murphy, 2012) implic-
itly decomposes Λ = AB into a product of two bidiagonal
matricesA andB, whereA is lower triangular andB is up-
per triangular. One starts with a forward pass through the
data, in which one solves Aµ˜ = τx for the auxiliary vector
µ˜ using forward substitution, followed by a backward pass
in which one solvesBµ = µ˜ for µ using back substitution.
As detailed in section 3.3, we use a similar philosophy.
Variational model. For a general likelihood model
p(xt|zt), the exact posterior of Eq. 1 is intractable. To cir-
cumvent this problem, we use BBVI to minimize the KL di-
vergence between a variational distribution qλ and the true
posterior. Here, λ summarizes all variational parameters.
We use a structured variational distribution as our varia-
tional model that is motivated by the exact posterior of the
analytically solvable model discussed above. We thus con-
sider a Gaussian with a tridiagonal precision matrix Λ,
qλ(z) ≡ N (z;µ,Λ−1). (2)
This can be understood as varying the parameters of a (fic-
titious) Wiener process so that its posterior approximates
the posterior of the true model (Blei & Lafferty, 2006).
As we discuss below, the tridiagonal structure of Λ allows
us to fit the variational distribution efficiently. Note that the
covariance matrix Λ−1 is dense, thus encoding long-range
correlations between any two time steps. Modelling cor-
relations is important for many time series applications, in
particular when the prior is strong e.g. due to little evidence
per time step.
Black box variational inference. In BBVI, one fits
qλ(z) to the posterior p(z|x), maximizing the evidence
lower bound (ELBO) using stochastic gradients. The repa-
rameterization trick amounts to representing the ELBO as
L(λ) = E∼N (0,I)[log p(x, f(λ; ))] +H[qλ]. (3)
The entropy H[qλ] ≡ −Eqλ [log qλ(z)] is often an analytic
function or can be estimated using other tricks. Here,  is
a vector of T independent standard-normal distributed ran-
dom variables, and f ≡ (f1, . . . , fT ) denotes T functions
that are defined such that the random variable f(λ; ) has
probability density qλ (see Section 3.2 below).
In order to implement an efficient BBVI algorithm, one
needs to be able to estimate the gradient of L efficiently,
i.e., in O(T ) time. This involves the following three tasks:
1. Efficiently evaluate the entropy H[qλ] (Section 3.1);
2. Efficiently evaluate f(λ; ) (Section 3.2);
3. Efficiently estimate the reparameterization gradient
(Section 3.3).
All three of the above tasks can easily be solved effi-
ciently if one chooses a mean field variational distribu-
tion, i.e., if qλ(z) factorizes over all time steps. However,
the mean field approximation ignores correlations between
time steps, which are important in many time series models
as discussed above. In Section 3 we address each one of the
above tasks individually.
3. Inference
In this section, we give the details of our new black box
variational inference algorithm.
3.1. Evaluating the Entropy
The entropy of a multivariate Gaussian with precision ma-
trix Λ is H[qλ] = − 12 log(det Λ), up to an additive con-
stant. Evaluating the determinant of a general T×T matrix
takes O(T 3) operations in practice. To avoid this expen-
sive operation, we parameterize the precision matrix via its
Cholesky decomposition,
Λ = B>B. (4)
Here, B is an upper triangular T × T matrix. Since we
restrict Λ to have a tridiagonal structure, B is bidiagonal
(Kılıc¸ & Stanica, 2013), i.e., it has the structure
B(ν,ω) =

ν1 ω1
ν2 ω2
. . . . . .
νT−1 ωT−1
νT
 , (5)
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with νt > 0 ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T}. As the mapping from B to
Λ is unique, it suffices to optimize the (2T − 1) non-zero
components of B in order to find the optimal entries of Λ.
It turns out that we never have to construct the matrix Λ =
B>B explicitly. The variational parameters λ ≡ (µ,ν,ω)
are thus the marginal means µ (see Eq. 2) and the non-zero
components of B. Using the relation det Λ = (detB)2,
we can evaluate the entropy in linear time,
H[qλ] = −
T∑
t=1
log νt + const. (6)
3.2. Evaluating the reparameterization functions
In contrast to the entropy, the expected log-joint in Eq. 3
cannot be evaluated analytically for a general model.
We obtain an unbiased gradient estimator gˆ of the ex-
pected log-joint by drawing S independent samples [s] ∼
N (0, I) for s ∈ {1, . . . , S}.
For what follows, let λi denote any of the (3T − 1) varia-
tional parameters. Using the chain rule, the estimate of the
gradient of the expected log-joint with respect to λi is
gˆi ≡ ∂
∂λi
[
1
S
S∑
s=1
log p(x, f(λ, [s]))
]
=
1
S
S∑
s=1
T∑
t=1
γ
[s]
t
∂ft(λ; 
[s])
∂λi
(7)
where we defined
γ
[s]
t ≡
∂ log p(x, z[s])
∂z
[s]
t
∣∣∣∣∣
z[s]=f(λ,[s])
(8)
=
∂[log p(z
[s]
t |z[s]t−1)+log p(z[s]t+1|z[s]t )+log p(xt|z[s]t )]
∂z
[s]
t
.
To further simplify Eq. 7 we specialize the reparameteriza-
tion function to our variational model. Using Eqs. 2 and 4,
we find
f(µ,ν,ω; [s]) = µ+B(ν,ω)−1[s]. (9)
Here, B−1 is a dense (upper triangular) T × T matrix.
Instead of computing the inverse, we evaluate the term
y[s] ≡ B−1[s] on the right-hand side of Eq. 9 by solving
the linear system By[s] = [s] for y[s] using back substitu-
tion. This takes onlyO(T ) operations due to the bidiagonal
structure of B, see Eq. 5. We can therefore evaluate Eq. 8
in O(T ) time for each sample s ∈ {1, · · · , S}.
3.3. Estimating the Reparameterization Gradient
Last, we show how to efficiently estimate the reparameter-
ization gradient in O(T ) time. In this subsection we de-
scribe an efficient method to evaluate the Jacobian ∂f/∂λ
that appears on the right-hand side of Eq. 7.
A naive evaluation of all gradient estimates gˆi would re-
quire O(S × T 2) operations: the sums on the right-hand
side of Eq. 7 run over S×T terms, and the number of vari-
ational parameters λi for which the gradient estimate has
to be evaluated grows at least linearly in T for a reasonably
flexible variational distribution.
We use the following trick to evaluate all gradient estimates
in linear time in T . For any invertible matrix B that de-
pends on some parameter λi, we have
0 =
∂I
∂λi
=
∂(BB−1)
∂λi
=
∂B
∂λi
B−1 +B
∂B−1
∂λi
. (10)
Solving for ∂B−1/∂λi, we obtain
∂B−1
∂λi
= −B−1 ∂B
∂λi
B−1. (11)
Eq. 11 expresses the derivative of the dense (upper triangu-
lar) matrix B−1 in terms of the derivative of the bidiagonal
matrix B. In fact, both ∂B/∂νt and ∂B/∂ωt are sparse
matrices with only a single non-zero entry, see Eq. 5. The
dense matrix B−1 still appears on the right-hand side of
Eq. 11 but we avoid evaluating it explicitly. Instead, we
again solve a bidiagonal linear system of equations. Com-
bining Eqs. 7, 9 and 11, we obtain the formal expressions
gˆµt =
1
S
S∑
s=1
γ
[s]
t ; (12)
gˆνt = −
1
S
S∑
s=1
((γ[s])>B−1)t︸ ︷︷ ︸
y
′[s]
t
(B−1[s])t︸ ︷︷ ︸
y
[s]
t
; (13)
gˆωt = −
1
S
S∑
s=1
((γ[s])>B−1)t︸ ︷︷ ︸
y
′[s]
t
(B−1[s])t+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
y
[s]
t+1
(14)
where bold face γ[s] ≡ (γ[s]1 , . . . , γ[s]T )> denotes a col-
umn vector of T derivatives of the log-joint as defined in
Eq. 8. Instead of computing the inverseB−1 in Eqs. 13–14,
we obtain the vectors (y′[s])> ≡ (γ[s])>B−1 and y[s] ≡
B−1[s] by solving the linear systems B>y′[s] = γ[s] and
By[s] = [s], respectively, in O(T ) time using the bidiag-
onal structure of B. Since B> is lower-diagonal and B is
upper-diagonal these operations carry-out a forward and a
backward pass through the time steps, respectively. This is
similar to the forward-backward algorithm for the Wiener
process with Gaussian likelihood discussed in Section 2.
Eqs. 12–14 conclude the derivation of the gradient estima-
tor for the expected log-joint. The gradient of the ELBO
with respect to νt contains an additional term−1/νt due to
the entropy, see Eq. 6.
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Figure 1. Predictive log-likelihoods for two proposed versions of the dynamic skip-gram model (DSG-F & DSG-S) and two competing
methods SGI (Hamilton et al., 2016) and SGP (Kim et al., 2014) on three different corpora (high values are better). The proposed
structured BBVI algorithm (red crosses) outperforms all baselines.
4. Experiments
To demonstrate the benefits of our approach, we summarize
selective experimental results from work on dynamic word
embeddings, which used our proposed BBVI algorithm.
Dynamic Skip-Gram Model. Bamler & Mandt (2017)
proposed the dynamic skip-gram model as a generaliza-
tion of the skip-gram model to time-stamped text cor-
pora (Mikolov et al., 2013). The model, thus, represents
words as latent trajectories in an embedding space, and is
able to track how words change their meaning over time.
To train the model, one first summarizes the text corpus in
terms of certain sufficient statistics, using a finite vocabu-
lary. For each time stamp, one builds co-occurrence ma-
trices of words and their surrounding words. In addition,
the model requires so-called nagative examples, express-
ing the likelihood of co-occurrance by mere chance. The
model then models these statistics in terms of the geomet-
rical arrangement of certain latent word and context em-
bedding vectors. The prior over these embedding vectors is
a latent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (a Wiener process in
the presence of a restoring force), enforcing a continuous
drift over time. For more details, we refer to (Bamler &
Mandt, 2017).
Algorithms and Baselines. SGI denotes the non-
Bayesian skip-gram model with independent random ini-
tializations of word vectors (Mikolov et al., 2013; Hamilton
et al., 2016). SGP denotes the same approach as above, but
with word and context vectors being pre-initialized with the
values from the previous year, as in (Kim et al., 2014). Both
approaches have no dynamical priors and hence no over-
head and just scale linearly with T . DSG-F denotes the
dynamic skip-gram filtering algorithm, proposed in (Bam-
ler & Mandt, 2017), which also runs in O(T ), but uses the
mean field approximation and only uses information form
the past. Finally, DSG-S denotes the dynamic skip-gram
smoothing algorithm. This is theO(T ) algorithm proposed
in this paper, applied to the dynamic skip-gram model.
Data. We used data from the Google books cor-
pus (Michel et al., 2011) from the last two centuries (T =
209). We also used the “State of the Union” (SoU) ad-
dresses of U.S. presidents, which spans more than two cen-
turies. Finally, we used a Twitter corpus of news tweets for
21 randomly drawn dates from 2010 to 2016. Details on
hyperparameters and preprocessing are given in (Bamler &
Mandt, 2017).
Results. We focus on the quantitative results of (Bamler
& Mandt, 2017), showing show that the dynamic skip-gram
smoothing algorithm (described and generalized in this pa-
per) generalizes better to unseen data than all baselines at
similar run time. We thereby analyze held-out predictive
likelihoods on word-context pairs at a given time t, where
t is excluded from the training set.
The predictive likelihoods as a function of time are shown
in Figure 1. On all three corpora, differences between the
two implementations of the static model (SGI and SGP)
are small, which suggests that pre-initializing the embed-
dings with the previous result seems to have little impact
on the predictive power. Log-likelihoods for the skip-gram
filter (DSG-F) grow over the first few time steps as the fil-
ter sees more data, and then saturate. Skip-gram smoothing
(this paper) further outperforms skip-gram filtering.
To conclude, we stress that a structured BBVI algorithm
with quadratic instead of linear run time in T would be im-
practical. We therefore hope that our structured reparame-
terization trick will spur further research on complex latent
time series models.
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